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Originally developed for parachute suspension lines during World War II, durable lightweight

paracord has even been used by Space Shuttle astronauts to repair the Hubble Space Telescope.

You can weave and braid this versatile cord in an array of fashion colors to create attractive and

useful accessories. Parachute Cord Craft ties everything together, with 22 clever projects and

step-by-step instructions for making fashionable bracelets and necklaces, belts, lanyards, dog

collars, key fobs, and more. Discover the knots you need to know, get practical advice on tools and

materials, learn the right way to melt and fuse the cut ends of your cord, and experiment with

jewelry findings.
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Had very little usable information. Was not at all impressed by the projects inthe book. Mikkleson's

books, Paracording 1 and two are the best ones.DMashburn

Our kids love making things out of parachute cord. this is a great book that is easy to use. We have

a 9 and 10 year old and they are able to follow the instructions in this book.



Was hoping for one or two more survival knots and tool wraps but this is a good book for beginners

who'd like to decorate themselves or gift their friends with bracelets. Dog collars and lanyards are

the closest thing to "dude related" projects in the book, the rest are bracelets, hair ties, a coffee cup

holder and a yoga mat sling. The color photos are great for those of you new to this; basic survival

bracelet pattern included as well.

This has pretty basic projects and is a good place to start. The para-cord shown doesn't seem too

large, however the para-cord I used makes items like bracelets way too thick. Even the guys I know

think they are too large and cumbersome. Use a smaller cording. Just my opinion!

another why did I get this itemout of the 22 projects, I'll maybe use 2 or 3this is more for the younger

group

I've been wanting to get started on this for some time, and this book is very detailed, colorfully

illustrated, and gives step-by-step instructions on how to create some really cool projects.

Outstanding. All the knots, and crafts have been made easy to understand. The directions shown

are so practical. I will certainly recommend this to my friends.

I'd suggest ordering another book (Paracord Fusion Ties for instance). The drawings aren't really

clear on some areas and should use pictures instead. It's got some nice ideas, but I'd suggest

springing a few extra dollars for something a little better.
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